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This ‘invention relates to improvements in rotary card 

United States Patent 

?ling systems wherein slotted cards are supported or sus- . 
pended from single or multiple tracks for easy visibility 
in ?ling and ?nding. 

Heretofore conventional rotary card ?ling cards are 
held or suspended from continuously disposed wheel-type 
tracks. This method requires continuous rotation of 
the wheel by~means of knobs outside the housings, con 
sequently a limited number'of cards are brought into ?l 
ing and ?nding positions. The knobs must be consistently 
used for turning or rotating the wheels to the cards de 
sired. Braking mechanisms are required to hold the de 
sired cards in a workable position. This method is time 
consuming and costly to manufacture. The cards are 
suspended individually or'in small numbers on the wheel, 
thus the card mounting is at times as costly as the en 

' tire assembly. 

Likewise in the portable Wheel-type rotary card ?les 
at present on the market each card size requires a new set 
of dies as the height of the ?le is calculated by adding 
the card-widths multiplying by two, then adding the di 
ameter of the wheel to be used, allowing for the pro_ 
jecting tabs, and thus an unwieldy unit presents itself 
for suitable placement on a desk for use. Thus large 
card sizes cannot be used e?iciently i.e.; 4 x 6, 5 x 8 or 
6 x 9 sizes are impossible for efficient manufacture as 
portable desk-type rotary card ?les. 

It is therefore the object of this invention to provide 
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a semi-rotary card-?ling device which will occupy half . 
the height on a desk, and provide complete visibility and 
accessibility to all cards at a single turn of the semi-ro 
tary card ?le. This is accomplished by the use of a 
pivotally disposed swing-top having single or multiple 
track-suspension means attached to said swing-top from 
within. 

It is further the object of this invention to provide 
tracks in straight or in arcuate form either in single or 
multiple arrangement, whereby said tracks are suitably 
hinged to permit slotted cards to be assembled in bulk 
rapidly and efficiently by raising said tracks for such 
assembly or removal of bulk cards. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a func 

tionally devised semi-rotary type card-?ling device, where 
by the housings and their swing-top cover-elements pre 
sent a uniform height in all card sizes, permitting changes 
in the widths of the housings and their pivotally attached 
swing-top covers. This method of construction permits 
the use of a single set of dies for all card sizes. 
method presents a vast saving in tooling costs at the 
same time vpresenting functionally designed semi-rotary 
card ?les in equal heights for all card sizes, per 
mitting changes in the card-widths only, and this method 
will not add to the original die cost, nor to the assem 
bly cost. The actual cost variation will be in the in 
creased weight of the material used and the increased 
cost of the increased widths of the paper to be used. 
A still further object of this invention is to permit the 

use of a fold-over card system in rotary card-?les. 
It is a further object of this invention to create a ?ling 

device of uniform functional height and thus present a 
semi-rotary card-?ling device which will occupy a low 
height on a desk, no matter which card size is desired, and 
which is simple in structure for low cost manufacture. 
Another object is to present a rotating card ?ling device 
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in which all cards are supported within a swing-top hous 
ing so as to be in full view at a single turn of the swing 
top cover, requiring no outside knobs. - 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
semi-rotary card-?ling device which will have a pivotally 
disposed swing-top in which the point of pivotal attach 
ment is forward in an off center position, the said for 
ward position of the pivotal point being located as to 
the distance the swing-top cover is desired to be posi 
tioned forwand of the housing, for easier and better ac 
cessibility and viewing of the cards supported within said 
swing-top, when said swing-top is moveably rotated to i 
the open position. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
semi-rotary card ?ling device which will pivotally support 
a swing-top cover section, which when in closed position 
will conceal supported cards within said swing-top; and 
when pivotally swung to open position, said swing-top 
will bring all cards into full view for ?ling and ?nding 
with a single turn forward of the said swing-top. It is 
understood said swing-top may have single or multiple 
tracks suitably attached and/or hinged in position within 
said swing-top thus carrying all cards suspended therein 
to open visible ?ling position at a single forward opening 
movement of the swing-top. ' 

Another object is to provide a semi-rotary card-?ling 
system, of simple design and construction of the indi 
vidual portable desk-model unit-‘housings, each housing 
having a pivotally supported swing-top having single or 
multiple track-elements for slotted card suspension. 
One of the provisions featuring this invention resides in 

the provision whereby plain card-holding trays may be 
constructed to be interchangeable with any housing unit. 

It is a further object to provide a simple ?ling device 
which will occupy a minimum of desk space and of a 
uniform minimum height, said ?ling device to have a 
pivotally suspended swing-top cover element, said swing 
top may be suspended off center on the housing to force 
said swing top to a position forward of the housing, or 
said pivotal support may be ‘centrally disposed so as to 
slightly recess the entire swing-top within the housing, 
permitting suspended cards housed and supported within 
the said swing-top to be easily accessible when said swing 
top is lifted or raised to the open position for ?ling and 
?nding. 
Another object is to provide a means for easily moving 

the swing-top cover section with its supported cards, from 
the horizontal position to the downward forward angu 
lar position to permit visible access to the complete fold‘ 
over card, or to permit use and visibility of the front 
and back of a card when used individually. 

In all cases it should be noted that the swing-top cover 
permits visibility of all cards at a single turn of the swing 
top to the horizontal position, also providinga means for 
a. further downward angular position for card visibility on 
both sides. - 

‘ Other features and advantages will become more readily 
apparent when considered in view .of the drawings and 
descriptions thereof in which: . 
FIGURE 1 shows a perspective view of a swing-top 

?ling device in the closed position. 
, FIGURE 2 shows a perspective view of the side of a 
housing of FIG. 1 showing element S for pivoting the 
swing~top and bullet-catch openings BC. 
FIGURE 3 shows side-view of the semi-rotary card 

‘ ?ling unit of FIG. 1 showing cards indicated by dotted 

70 

lines, suspended in arcuate position from the swing-top 
in its closed position within a housing. 
‘FIGURE 4 shows a semi-rotary type card ?le of 

FIG. 1 with the swing-top tray in the open horizontal 
position wherein all cards are brought into fully acces 
sible view. ' 
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FIGURE 5 shows the swing-top tray in a downward 
angular position for still better view of the cards. 
FIGURE 5A shows removable tray with hinged tracks 

in locked position, the dotted line 11A indicating the 
upward movement of the tracks for card mounting. 
FIGURE 5B shows swing-top cover in open position, 

ready for seating tray shown in FIGURE 5A. 
FIG. 6‘ shows a modi?ed form of the invention with 

centrally disposed pivotal points of suspension for the 
swing-top. Thepivotal center here permits the swing 
top cover to recess within the housing to lower the region 
of accessibility of the cards in ?ling and ?nding. fFIG 
URE 7 shows the swing-top-cover of FIG. 6 with its 
suspended cards seated in a horizontal position, and 
FIGURE 8 indicates the pivotal action of the swing-top 
of FIG. ‘6 to an angular position for increased complete 
card visibility or forward and rear card-visibility and 
accessibility. 
FIGURE 9 shows the housing component of FIG. 6. 

FIGURE 10 shows the swing-top tray compartment or 
cover in the separated and open position showing sus 
pension tracks hinged and locked in place. The dotted 
lines indicating the upward movement of the tracks for 
bulk placement and bulk removal of cards. 
FIGURE 11 shows structural arrangement of a fold 

over card PC for use in the device of FIGS. 1 or 6. 
In this ?gure slots SL are narrow and area-saving. 
FIGURE 12 shows the fold-over card FC with clip-on 

attachment CL-l having inturned ?anges passed through 
slots SL shown in FIGURE 11. 
FIGURE 13 shows a card construction adapted for 

use in a semi-rotary device of this invention with clip-on 
attachment CL-l having out turned ?anges. 
FIGURE 1 shows semi-rotary swing-top ?le of this 

invention. The card shown in FIGURE 11 is adapted to 
be used in the device of FIG. 1. The purpose here is 
to create a functional ?le which may vary in width to 
accommodate variously sized cards. Thus FIGURE 11 
would simulate a 3 X 5 card, folded over from a 7 X 5 
inch card or from a 6 ‘by 5 inch card. The desired 
uniform folding height must be ?rst agreed upon,.then 
all card heights Will remain the same when folded over. 
If self-card-tabbing is desired the necessary additional 
height must be ‘incorporated to equalize the height to be 
needed by the centrally disposed index-tab. Various 
methods may be used for attachment or suspension of 
the cards from the tracks hinged onto or from the swing 
top cover 1. 

In FIGURES 1, 3, 4, the swing-top cover is indicated 
by 1. 6 indicates the rear inclined end-section of the 
swing-top 1, and 6A indicates the lift-handle for pivotally 
lifting the swing-top upward and forward to the open 
position shown in FIGURES 4, 7, and 8. 
The forward inclined end section 7 of the swing-top 1, 

interlocks with the lower hinged upper end-section 3A 
of the forward end of the housing 2, shown in FIGURE 1. 
The wide ?ange FL of the housing 2 is part of the struc 
tural design of this housing 2 and conceals a projection 
made part of this housing from within as shown in 
‘FIGURE 2. This projection has two bullet-catch receiv 
ing ‘holes for bullet-catches BC in said FIGURE 2, said 
bullet catches act as a ?exible ‘braking noise-reducing 
element when swing-top ‘1 is pivotally rotated between the 
inner walls of the housing 2. 

It should be understood that the card-heights noted are 
for descriptive purposes only and are in no way limited 
to the ?nal decision as to the most versatile height which 
can or may be universally applied and uniformly used 
in these semi-rotary card-?les with their swing-top piv 
otally suspended covers. It is also desirable as well as 
possible to use thinner cards-than are normally used in 
rotary card ?les, as the fold-over cards add strength to 
the slotted portion by means of which the slotted cards 
are suspended on or from formed track members. Thus 
the fold-over section will present a double thickness at 
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these points. This will also permit twice the ordinary 
capacity, when each half of the fold-over card is used 
individually. The rfold-over card will also tend to open 
to visible ?ling position because the folded part will tend 
to ?are outward. The fold-over card also serves the 
added purpose of utilizing large card area in a small 
easily mobile semi-rotary card ?ling device, whereby 
large card ?ling capacity is housed in a small easily 
accessible semi-rotary card-?le. Further, by using a 
‘fold-over card a functional ?ling‘ system is developed 
whereby all card-size units will be constructed of equal 
height. This type of swing-top ?ling device will occupy 

' a minimum desk-top area, as well as one-half the height 
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of any portable wheel-type rotary card ?le. 
In accordance with this invention, a series of ?ling 

devices may ‘be constructed of equal heights to accom 
modate various card sizes merely by increasing the hous 
ing widths, and using fold-over cards of equal heights. 
Thus the uniform heights of the cards permit single card 
use in the fold-over position or large card use in the open 
card position. The uniformity of the card heights there 
fore permit construction of uniform functional swing-top 
housings of equal height. Thus it is now possible to pro 
vide a fold-over semi-rotary card ?ling system whereby 
all housings are of uniform and equal heights, and where 
by the said housings vary in'widths according to the 
widths of the cards desired. Similarly, as all cards are 
of equal height, the centrally disposed index-cards and 
their tabs are all of the same width and the same height, 
thus also simplifying the entire method of uniform func 
tional structure thruout this semi-rotary card ?ling system 
herein shown. ' 

FIGURE 3 shows a side view of the swing-top 1, 
semi-rotary card ?ling unit, said swing-top 1 is pivotally 
suspended in the closed position within the housing 2, 
by means of pivotal points 8. The said pivotal suspen 
sion points 8 are located forward of center, in order to 
present the said swing-top in a position forward of the 
housing when said swing-top is lifted to open forward 
position for ?ling as shown in FIGURE 4, with all cards 
exposed for ?ling and ?nding. The angularly disposed 
positions of the end-sections 6 and 7 within the swing 
top cover member 1, permit the cards to ?are outward 
to Wide-angle visibility. In said FIGURE 4 the swing 
top 1 is shown in a position forward of the housing 2, 
which presents better means of greater accessibility and 
better viewing. The positioning of the pivotal suspension 
means at 8 likewise permits the swing-top cover 1 to be 
recessed within the housing 2 when in the open position 
for ?ling, bringing the cards to a lower plane for easier 
reach on operation of the cards. In all ?gures showing 
the swing-top 1 in the closed position above and within 
the housing 2 on its pivotally supported means at 8, the 
swing-top cover is shown at all times to project above 
the said housing 2. This is constructed so as to permit 
recessing of the said swing-top 1 within the housing when 
in the open position for ?ling. In the ?rst opening move 
ment of the swing-top 1, said swing-top assumes a hori 
zontal position as shown in FIGURE 4, ‘resting on the 
upper end of the hinged element 3A; and by moving, 
lever 4 of the hinged element 3A to the downward posi 
tion 3A as shown in FIGURE 5 permits the swing-top 
1 to move to an angular position as shown in said FIG 
URE 5, thus permitting full visibility of the complete 
fold-over-card PC as a large over-sized ?ling card rotating 
in a semi-rotary card ?ling device. This additional an 
gular downward movement of the swing-top pivotally 
suspends cover-element 1 likewise to permit use of both 
sides of the card when the foldéover cards are used as 
separate cards. 

In FIGURE 3 -is seen a side view of the semi-rotary 
swing-top ?ling device in the closed position with the 
cards CS arcuately suspended from the suspended track 
members within the inverted swing-top cover ‘1, thus show 
ing the compactness of this structure and the extremely 
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low height this semi-rotary ?ling device occupies when 
placed on a desk. 

In FIGURE 5B is shown the swing-top tray 1 showing 
the angularly disposed sides 6 and 7 and the pivotal sus 
pension points of said top 1 from 8, and the side walls 
SW, which support said pivotal suspension point 8. The 
points 10 indicate the locating positions for seating the 
tray member TRA within the inverted swing-top ST, the 
tray-member TRA with its arcuate track members 11 
shown in FIGURE 5A. Track members 11 are arcuately 
hinged at H' for easy upward and downward movement 
and said track members are locked into place at H2 in 
said FIGURE 5A. Track-members 11 are therefore 
moveably hinged at H on the rear section of the tray 
7A said track-members being moveable upwards to dotted 
lines indicated ‘by 11A for bulk mounting of cards and 
bulk removal of cards. 
FIGURE 6 is similar to the FIGURE 3, except that 

in FIGURE 6 the pivotal supporting means 8A in the 
housing 2 is centrally located, instead of off center as 
in FIG. 3 and the member 3 of said housing 1 is a single 
section meeting an elongated end section 7. The swing- . 
top ST is shown in the open ?ling position in FIGURE 
7 horizontally disposed, and showing all cards at a glance. 
In this FIGURE 7 the track-members TR are shown in 
part and may support cards shown in FIGURE 11. In 
FIGURE 8 the swing-top ST is shown tilted downward 
to a secondary angular position thus permitting viewing 
and writing on front of one card or on its back. The 
arcuate arrows ARC shown in FIGURES 6, 7, and 8 
indicate the movement of the swing-top ST from closed 
position as in FIGURE 6 to open positions in FIGURES 
7 and 8 respectively, by means of a lift-handle 6A at 
tached to end-section 6 of the swing-top ST. FIGURE 
10 shows the swing-top ST used in FIGURES 6, 7, and 
8 respectively. In this FIGURE 10 the arcuate track 
members TR are hingedly attached to end-section 7 of 
the open swing-top ST. The said track members 11 are 
shown in the open position as 11A for bulk placement 
or bulk removal of cards. FIGURE 9 shows an open 
housing showing centrally disposed pivotal member 8A, 
for pivotally supporting the swing-top ST shown in FIG 
URE 10. ' 

FIG. 11 shows the fold-over cards PC for 'use with 
this invention. In FIGURE 11 two narrow slots are suit 
ably disposed along the folding edge of the ‘fold-over 
card PC, the slots in this FIGURE 11 create a minimum 
loss of ?ling or writing area on the fold-over card. This 
is indicated in the folded card in FIGURE 12. Where 
a formed clip-on device indicated in position by the 
dotted line in this FIGURE 12 as CL-l, the projecting 
lips or ?anges CLF, are the extensions which are slipped 
thru the slots SL of the fold-over card FC in FIGURE 
11, the slots are indicated by SL shown in both FIGURES 
l1 and 12 respectively. The extension lips CLF in FIG 
URE 12 are the means by which the said card is held 
in place on the tracks. 
From the foregoing it will be noted that while the 

respective housings may take on various con?gurations, 
the variously adaptable trays may ‘be interchanged from 
one housing to another. It is therefore possible to attain 
a maximum amount of variety with a minimum of tool 
ing- cost. It may also ‘be noted that when this ?ling 
system is used in conjunction with ‘the fold-over cards 
the uniform card-heights and the uniform track-widths 
in either the single or multiple track arrangements, that 
the indexing alphabetical system retains a single uni-form 
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set of dies may be used in all the individual portable 
units, eliminating costly investments in dies and thus pro 
ducing a functional product at a price within the reach 
of the ultimate consumer. 
While the instant invention has been disclosed with 

reference to particular embodiments thereof, it is to be 
appreciated. that the instant invention is not to be taken 
as limited to all the details thereof as modi?cations and 
variations thereof may be made without departing from 
the spirit or scope of the invention. 

It must be added that in FIGURES 11, 12, and 13 
clip-adaptors OL—1 may be variously formed for holding 
the cards in suspension on formed tracks hingedly sup 

, ported on or within the swing-top member ST, and the 
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width and height, thus eliminating numerous divisional - 
_ divisions as well as multiplicity of the positional arrange 
ment of the indexing method. Further, the housing com 
ponents of the variously shown housings comprise simple 
structures. that can be easily fabricated and assembled, 
as' these structures have been devised for functional 
stability, and the advantages thus attained are favorable 
from a manufacturing point of view, whereby a uniform 

purpose of these adaptors is to form a new method of 
supporting cards on semi-rotary card ?ling systems 
herein described. Whereas in FIGURES 11 and 13 these 
adaptors are made of thin ?exible material, they may be 
made of thin spring-wire formed to ?ex for insertion 
thru slot of foldover card SL shown in FIGURE 11. 
The purpose of these clip-on adaptors for this semi-rotary 
card ?ling system is to provide the most ?exible method of 
using adaptors for supporting'fold-over cards on suspen 
sion type ?lingsystems used in conjunction with single 
or multi-track card ?ling. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A semi-rotary ?le comprising: _ 
(a) an open top housing including a pair of oppositely 

disposed side walls, and 
(1b) opposed end walls interconnected between said 

side walls, 
(c) each of said end walls being inclined upwardly 

‘and outwardly, said end walls terminating at a point 
intermediate the height of said side walls, 

(I) one of said end walls having a lower portion and 
an upper portion, said upper portion being hingedly 
connected along the adjacent edges thereof, 

(e) a swing top closure, 
(f) said closure including a wall portion de?ning the 
top of said ?le in the closed position, and a pair of 
end sections ?aring outwardly and downwardly from 
said top of the closure when in the closed position 
thereof, 

(g) means for pivotally connecting said closure about 
?xed pivots between said side walls whereby said 
closure can be swung between open and closed posi 
tion about said ?xed pivots, , 

(h) ‘and means connected between the end sections of 
said closure for holding a ?ling card thereon in 
either position of said closure. 

2. The invention as de?ned in claim 1 wherein saidv 
latter means includes a track extending between said end 
sections said track having one end thereof hingedly con 
nected to the adjacent ‘end section, and the other end of 
said track being detachably connected to the other end 
section of the closure. 

3. The invention as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
?xed pivots are disposed midway between the opposed 
‘end sections of said closure. 

_4. The invention as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
?xed pivots are disposed closer to one end section of the 
closure than to the other end section thereof. 

5. The invention as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
latter means includes spaced apart tracks extending be 
tween the end sections of said closure. 

6. A semi-rotary ?le comprising; 
(a) an open top housing including a pair of oppositely 

disposed side walls, and ' 
(b) opposed end walls interconnected. between said 

side walls, 
(c) each of said end walls being inclined upwardly 
and outwardly,-said end walls terminating at a point 
intermediate the height of said side walls, 

(d) a swing-top closure, 
(e) said closure including a wall portion de?ning the 
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top, of said ?le in the closed position, and a pair of 
end sections ?aring outwardly and downwardly 
‘from said topiof the closure when in the closed 
position thereof, 

(f) means for pivotally connecting said closure about 
?xed pivots between said side walls whereby said 
closure can be swung between open and closed posi 
tions about said ?xed pivots, 

(g) and means connected between the end sections 
of said closure for holding a ?ling card thereon in 
either'position of said closure. 
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